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Editorial 

I am writing this editorial on the last day of February. Well I think it was February but the weather over the 
last few days would have done justice to May.  

I am not alone in experiencing some confusion, my bees are as well. Last weekend I did a preliminary check 
around all the apiaries and found bees flying from every hive. Never have I successfully brought all my 
hives, including the ones I did not expect to survive, through the winter. 

This week I have visited each apiary to do a preliminary inspection, check their stores and locate queens and 
put in queen excluders. I had brood, in varying quantities in all hives and found most of the unmarked 
queens and marked them. It was a most pleasant interlude and I was very pleased to find that one of my 
favourite hives, yes, I do have favourites, had superseded last year. I was delighted and a little saddened at 
the same time. The old queen was marked red and was in her 6th year last year. She had survived the 
previous winter and ‘Beasts from the East’, and was the subject of an editorial last year when I told you how 
I had given her up for lost as she only had about 20 bees last April. By June she had filled the hive. I hope 
her daughter is as good. 

All the hives were bringing in pollen but I must offer a few words of caution. Although pollen is plentiful 
good nectar sources are not common early in the year. It is important to make sure that the bees have 
adequate stores of honey as they will be consuming a great deal as they build up. I have one hive that 
consumed 500 grams of a supplementary feed in 5 days. This was an exceptional case but I am pleased I had 
checked the stores last weekend. 

The first week of March last year saw the particularly cold spell and freezing daytime temperatures and 
snow. We had a second spell 12 days alter. The bees have behaved this week as though the worst of the 
winter is over, but we cannot be sure. I offer the following bit of advice. Remember it is only early March 
and until we get a good bloom of Spring flowers and warmer daytime and night-time temperatures don’t be 
tempted to start comb change procedures until conditions are right. 

I attended the first beginners’ session on Monday night. I was pleased to hear that we have our maximum 40 
newbees and have had to place 8 more on the waiting list. The numbers interested in becoming apiarists 
continues at a steady rate. It was good to see a wide cross section of ages as we sometimes give the 
impression that it is a hobby dominated by the older age group. 

I came away from the session musing on how many of these potential beekeepers will be with us in 3 years’ 
time? 

One other thought how many members have still not paid there 2019 subscription. By the time you read this 
technically you have missed the deadline but I know that the Membership Secretary will give you a few days 
grace. REGISTER NOW!!!!!!!!! 

One final note. If you read the article in last month’s newsletter about varroa feeding on the fatty bodies of 
bees. One of our members informed me about his research and I added it to the publication. I read with 
interest a report on the same article in the March BBKA news. It seems MBBKA are ‘ahead of the 
game’!!!!! 

  



Swarm Collection 2019 
Last year there were very few calls to the Association swarm line. This following a long cold winter was to 
be expected. A more gentle winter in 2018/2019 may, if we look at past experience, lead to a much greater 
number of swarms this year. 

Brian will be contacting all his regulars in the coming days to enquire about the availability but new 
additions to the list are always welcome. Please contact Brian at brian.bush@btinternet.com. 

Godfrey and Brian have entered the same list of collectors to the BBKA for their interactive map feature for 
the public to report swarms. 

An address or post code is entered on the site and a map shows the names and phone numbers of the nearest 
swarm collectors. Some of the members are placed in other locations and often the post codes of pubs and 
communal buildings to provide some privacy in small communities. 

We use a number of members to provide blanket coverage of the MBBKA area often with only the swarm 
line number. 

Swarm reporters ring the number and Nadia or Brian use their comprehensive list to find the nearest 
collector who is available. 

Roy our oldest member, he is well over 
90, has already indicated his 
willingness to collect this year. 

To collect swarms you have to be a 
BBKA member, as this provides the 
public liability insurance. You also 
have to be registered with Brian who as 
swarm officer can attest to your 
competence to collect swarms. 

There are also some brief common 
sense rules to be followed. 

If you are able and wish to go on the 
collector’s list contact Brian at 

brian.bush@btinternet.com 

  

mailto:brian.bush@btinternet.com
mailto:brian.bush@btinternet.com


BBKA Basic Assessment 

Covering the basic skills and knowledge of beekeeping, the BBKA Basic Assessment is an excellent course 
for beekeepers wanting to consolidate their working knowledge of beekeeping as well as a proven way for 
established beekeepers to bring themselves up to date with such things as disease management.  It is also is 
the starting point and entry requirement for all other BBKA assessments. 

We will be running a training session for the BBKA Basic Assessment on Saturday 11th May 2019.  The 
session will be held at Butlers Cross Village Hall from 09:30 to 16:30. The session is open to all members 
who have kept bees for at least 12 months. 

The training  will cover the four sections of the assessment: 

• manipulation and equipment, 
• natural history and beekeeping, 
• swarming and swarm control, 
• diseases and pests. 

For the Basic Assessment Prospectus click here; for the syllabus, click here. 

You can attend the training session without going on to sit the formal assessment.  There is no charge for the 
training session but there is a fee of £20 for the final assessment.  If you do decide to take the formal 
assessment, there will also be an opportunity for a mock assessment with one of our more experienced 
beekeepers before taking the actual assessment. 

If you are interested in taking part, please contact Jonathan Matthews at education@mbbka.org.uk. 

  

https://www.bbka.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=a98ce2cf-37b3-4dfc-888c-2d5377ad9d48
https://www.bbka.org.uk/basic-assessment-syllabus
mailto:education@mbbka.org.uk


Comb Change 
 

With the excellent Spring weather we have been enjoying throughout the most of February our colonies 
should be beginning to expand and maybe we should be considering our Spring preparations. 

 

The key point at this time of the year is to make sure our colonies have access to sufficient stores by hefting 
the hives and if necessary providing additional feed. With the cooler nights it is a bit early for liquid feed so 
fondant or similar is the best route at this stage. 

 

As Beekeepers we all hope for a great season, we can improve our chances through encouraging strong and 
healthy colonies. Giving a colony fresh comb not only improves the hygiene management of the colony, it 
also seems to invigorate it. 

 

As a rule of thumb all brood comb should be replaced within a hive every three years. There was an 
interesting article on Comb Change by Robert Smith in Beecraft July 2018 where he describes how he 
carries out a complete comb change each year. Those members who attended the County Spring Seminar 
earlier this month would have heard how Marin Anastasov uses a similar method. 

 

Every Beekeeper develops their own style of management of their colonies based mostly on standard 
practices. Below is a summary of different methods of achieving comb change within a colony. Care should 
always be taken before embarking on a comb change that the colony is strong enough, the weather is warm 
enough and there is able food for the bees. 

 

  



Bailey Comb Change (Spring)  
 

This is the classic method that most Beekeepers think of when planning a comb change for a colony. The 
principles quite simple; restrict the brood space so the colony is forced to expand onto new 
comb/foundation, isolate the queen with brood so the colony moves onto the fresh foundation and restrict 
access for the bees to the old comb. 

In the spring when the bees are foraging and the colony is 
covering 5-6 frames with up to 3 frames of all stages of brood, 
remove all the fames without bees on. Dummy up the colony so 
that it is space restricted. 

 

Place a second brood box directly above the colony with fresh 
foundation placed over the frames in the bottom box. 

 

Feed the colony. 

 

After about 7 days check the top brood box for drawn comb, brood 
including larvae and the queen. If larvae are present the queen 
should be isolated by placing a queen excluder between the brood 
boxes. 

 

Close off the original entrance and place a new entrance above the 
queen excluder. 

 

Continue to feed. 

 

As the colony grows in the new brood box add new frames of foundation. 

 

After 7 days check the original brood box for queen cells, tear down any that are present. 21 days after the 
queen excluder was inserted, remove the bottom brood box and queen excluder.  

 

The original entrance can now be used.  

 

Destroy or render down the old comb. 

  



 

 

Comb Change, Strong Colony (Summer) 

 

This method is the basis of the methods employed by Robert and Marin, it employs the same principles as 
the Spring comb change except it applies to a colony that has a full brood nest. 

 

©Crown copyright NBU Replacing Old Brood Comb Oct 2014 

 

Follow the same procedure as Bailey Comb Change in Spring except: 

Do not dummy down the brood box 

Do not remove excess frames 

Place a full set of frames in the new brood box 

Depending on the flow, the colony may not need feeding 

Leave supers above queen excluder over the top brood box 

 

  



Bailey Comb Change, Weak Colony 
 

If a colony does not expand in the Spring and Nosema is suspected then this method will move the colony 
on to fresh comb with minimal disruption. A weak colony will not be capable of drawing new comb on fresh 
foundation so clean drawn comb must be used. 

 

 

Remove all 
frames except 
for those with 
brood on. 

 

Find the queen, 
place her and the 
frame she is on 
in a new brood 
box above the 
original. 

 

Place a new 
brood box above a queen excluder with a new entrance. Close off the old entrance. 

 

Place sterile drawn comb either side of the queen frame in top box. Both brood boxes are dummied down. 
Feed via contact feeder with thick sugar syrup 2:1.  

 

Combs in each brood box should be directly above each other. Once larvae is present on the new sterile 
comb, move the old frame to the bottom box, isolating the queen in the top box.  

 

Continue to feed, add additional frames of foundation as necessary. 

 

After all the brood has emerged from bottom box (up to 28 days from start) remove it and destroy comb. 

  



 

 

Gradual Change 
 

This method is by far the simplest and does not require any special manipulations. 

 

In the Autumn move the old brood frames that you wish to replace in the Spring to the outer edge(s) of the 
brood nest. 

 

In the Spring as the colony starts to build up remove the old frames and replace with new frames and 
foundation. Feed as necessary. 

 

3-4 brood frames can easily be replaced each year this way. 

 

 

Shook Swarm 
 

This method has the main advantage that it is completed in one manipulation, however it needs to be carried 
out on a strong and healthy colony in warm weather and ample food supply. If Nosema is suspected this 
method should not be used as the shaking of the bees can cause them to defecate and spread Nosema spores. 

 

This should be carried out on a strong colony, say bees covering 5-6 frames with all stages of brood and 
during warm weather. The colony will need feeding even if there is a strong flow. 

 



Move the hive to one side and replace it on 
the original stand with a new brood box 
above a queen excluder and new 
foundation. 

 

Remove the centre frames from the new 
brood box. 

Find the queen in the old hive and make her 
safe. 

 

Going through the original hive frame by 
frame shake all the bees on the frame into 
the new box. 

Brush any remaining bees into the new 
hive. 

 

Introduce the queen into the new hive, close 
up the hive and feed. Remove the bottom 
queen excluder once all stages of brood are 
present. 

 

Destroy or render down old comb. 

 

 

 

Points to note: 
Do not carry out Shook Swarm if colony suffering from Nosema as the act of shaking bees will cause them 
to defecate. 

All brood is lost 

Do not carry out too early in the season 

 

 

 

  



 

 

The Bucks County Spring Seminar 
The Bucks County Spring Seminar provided the opportunity for beekeepers from all over the County to 
gather and swap stories and information. 

There were a variety of stands although, I must admit, I did not visit them all. As usual I found myself 
browsing the Northern Bee Books stand. I also spoke to Bill Fisher who spent the day creating Asian Hornet 
traps from a large number of plastic bottles and giving tem away. 

There were 3 most interesting and diverse speakers. 

Martin Bencsik, a scientist, talked about his ever more complex experiments to record the vibrations of bees 
on the comb. The science was present so well that an understanding was achieved by all. I feel it will not be 
too long before we all have a gadget in our hives that allows us to monitor the actions of the bees by their 
different vibrations. 

Why do we use a particular type of hive? Martin Anastassov uses Nationals because they were the first 
available to him. He talked us through his beekeeping year. He uses double National brood boxes and also 
National Brood boxes as supers. Based in Gloucestershire his apiary was in a valley that was steep and was 
surrounded by natural pasture and woods. His bees were Bog Standard Gloucestershire Mongrels!!! 

The final talk was given by Abigail Lowe a PHD student at the Botanic Gardens of Wales. She produced 
slides of her results. She is studying, with the help of volunteers, which plants are visited by the bees in the 
gardens. Allied to this she is analysing the honey produced to determine its source. The sets of figures she 
has obtained so far indicate that nectar and pollen sources from the natural areas surrounding the gardens are 
more popular than the cultivated plants within the gardens. Blackberry was overwhelmingly the main source 
of food for the bees. Abigail is hoping to produce more definitive lists of plants for bees for wild  and garden 
planting. 

  



Winter Programme of Events 

Sarah Turner has finalised interesting speakers for the winter program 2018-2019 

March  Ash Samuelson 

April  ‘Members' Papers’. 

We would like to see a large turnout for the March 
Meeting 

Members’ Papers 
You will see from our winter programme above that the April meeting is entitled members 
papers. 

We have 3 members willing to give a 15 minute talk on an aspect of beekeeping. 

Topics include ‘Wax Moths’ and SEX and ‘The Drone in the Bowler Hat 

We would like at least one more member to volunteer, 
two would be better. Come on YOUR ASSOCIATION 
NEEDS YOU 



Association Apiary Opening – 6th April    
The Association will be having its Apiary Opening day on Saturday 6th of April starting at 
10:00 am with weather permitting. The main purpose of the day is to assist the Apiary 
manager Kevin Crangles with the final preparations for the new season. The session will 
continue to approximately 3:00 pm on the day. A couple of hours help will be most and 
much appreciated.    

Activities on the day will include some of the following: Tidying and cleaning the shed. 
Frame making. Cleaning of hive parts. Sterilisation of hive parts. Additionally, weather and 
temperature permitting, to complete an inspection of colonies and identify where comb 
changes are required. 

The Event is open to all Members and will be of interest to those attending the New 
Beekeepers course to acquaint themselves with the Apiary site and offer helpful support. 

Please bring bee suits, gloves and wellies if you have them. The Association can provide Bee 
suits and gloves for New Beekeepers who attend.  

Apiary location and directions will be given to New Beekeepers during their training 
sessions, before the Opening day takes place.  

All those who intend to come along and help out, please let the Apiary manager Kevin 
Crangles know by email confirm to apiary@mbbka.org.uk    

Note: If the weather conditions are forecast to be bad on the Saturday 6th April we will let all 
know by email on Friday 5th April and provide an alternative date and time .         

 

  

mailto:apiary@mbbka.org.uk


 

 

Colin Oakes - 'Plants and Archaeology, Green 
Fingers and Science'  

PLANTS AND ARCHAEOLOGY  
I thoroughly enjoyed the February meeting and talk by Colin Oakes. 

Colin talked seamlessly for an hour without notes or slides and held the interest of the 30+ members who 
attended the meeting. 

He gave an insight into archaeology and managed to convey a real sense of achievement in his stories. 

Most archaeology today is not about finding what is there but proving that there is nothing present before we 
concrete over the country to build houses, roads and railways. 

Plant remains, in particular pollen, are a most useful tool for dating archaeological finds. Tree dendrology, 
(counting the rings in wood). allows the researcher to date timber from the last 4000 to 5000 years very 
accurately. 

Pollen gives an insight to the climate and vegetation at the time. Pollen is very robust and does not degrade 
easily over thousands of years and techniques have been developed to isolate it from soil samples at dig 
sites. 

Look up the ‘Beaker Folk’, a group of settlers from 2400 years who buried their dead in a foetal position 
with a clay beaker in their hands. Sampling of the beaker contents showed large amounts of diverse flower 
pollens in the bottom. Archaeologists have been able to hypothesise that the pollen was probably collected 
by bees and included in their honey. The Beaker Folk sent their dead to the afterlife with a cup of mead in 
their hands. 

Homo Neanderthals were a species of human who slowly disappeared with the advent of modern man Homo 
Sapien Sapien. Often thought to be primitive and little more than an animal, even though many of us today 
carry Neanderthal genes, soil samples from grave sites contain large amounts of pollen. It has been 
concluded that in burying their dead they covered the bodies with flowers and plants. 

Finally, as an aside, Colin told us how luck can sometimes play a part in archaeological digs. The grave of 
Richard III, as you all know, was found under a car park in Leicester. The remains were found remarkably 
quickly. The parking bays in the car park were labelled alphabetically. The archaeologist, faced with a large 
site to investigate, started the dig under the car park space lettered ‘R’. Richard’s remains were found here. 

 

  



The Secret to Better Berries? Wild Bees 
First study to reveal wild bees’ impacts on blueberry size, quality 
 
Wild bees produce larger, better blueberry yields, new UVM research finds. 

Want bigger, 

faster-

growing 

blueberries? 

New research 

shows wild 

bees are an 

essential 

secret 

ingredient in 

larger and 

better 

blueberry yields – producing plumper, faster-ripening berries. 

The study, led by University of Vermont scientists, is the first to successfully reveal that wild bees improve 

not only blueberry quantities, but also size and other quality factors. It finds that wild bees provide major 

benefits for berry farmers, including: greater berry size (12%), quantity (12%), size consistency (11%), and 

earlier harvests – by two and a half days. 

“Other studies have explored bees’ effects on blueberry yields, but this is the first to show that pollinators 

can improve the quality of crops as well,” says Charles Nicholson, who led the study as a PhD student in 

UVM’s Gund Institute for Environment and Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources. The 

study is published in Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment.  

Of the nine berry farms studied across the state of Vermont, the researchers calculated that wild bees could 

boost production up to 36%, or roughly $136,000 per year, on one mid-sized berry farm alone. On other 

farms, researchers determined wild bees’ potential benefits to production as roughly 6% on average. 

“This study highlights the undervalued work that wild bees do,” says Nicholson, noting that two-thirds of 

the world’s most important crops benefit from bee pollination, including coffee, cacao (for chocolate) and 

many fruits and vegetables. “Without them farmers need to find pollination somewhere else, by paying high 

rental fees to bring in honeybees, for example.” 

The findings offer a farm-scale perspective to recent global estimates of wild bees’ economic benefits in the 

billions annually – roughly equal to that of honeybees, with less associated costs. 

https://www.uvm.edu/gund
https://www.uvm.edu/rsenr
http://go.uvm.edu/qoh56
https://www.uvm.edu/gund/news/surprisingly-few-busy-bees-make-global-crops-grow


Unique research location 

Because honeybees visit Vermont blueberries much less often than in other blueberry growing regions, the 

Green Mountain State is a perfect location to isolate the value of wild bees to berry farmers, researchers 

say.  

“Most pollination research occurs in regions awash in honeybees,” says co-author Taylor Ricketts, Director 

of UVM’s Gund Institute for Environment. “That makes it difficult to really see the job that wild bees can 

do for farmers.” 

The team painstakingly hand-pollinated blueberry plants in all nine research sites – using electric 

toothbrushes to mimic the buzz pollination of bumblebees, and then "painted" the collected pollen on over 

5,000 blueberry flowers with small brushes. They compared production on these flowers, which received 

near-perfect pollination, to the naturally pollinated branches. The difference between the two conditions 

revealed each farm’s “pollination deficit”, the amount by which production could be improved with an 

increase in wild pollinators. 

“Many farmers don’t realize they can be limited by not enough pollinators just like they can be limited by 

water or nutrients,” says Nicholson. 

This study highlights the importance of wild bees to global agriculture, yet the first study to map wild bees 

across the U.S. – by Ricketts and colleagues – suggests wild bees declined in abundance by 23% between 

2008 and 2013, especially in key U.S. agricultural areas. Another Ricketts study recently found that climate 

change could reduce areas available for coffee production by 88% in Latin America, as well as the bee 

numbers available to pollinate coffee. 

Another reason to protect wild pollinators – for berry lovers, at least – is that wild bees, especially 

bumblebees, are better at pollinating blueberries than honeybees. Bumblebees have evolved the ability to 

“buzz pollinate,” vibrating blueberry flowers at a specific frequency to efficiently release showers of pollen. 

Honeybees are unable to do this, and must instead use less effective techniques to pry pollen from the 

flower.  

What can farmers and policymakers do to protect wild bees? The UVM team has found that maintaining a 

high proportion of natural bee habitat around farms can help, as well as using less pesticides. Small actions 

by homeowners can help too, such as mowing less, planting native wildflowers, and putting out 'beeboxes,' 

which are like birdhouses, but for wild native bees. 

“This study shows, yet again, that protecting wild bee populations offers important benefits to our 

agricultural economy,” adds Ricketts. “Maintaining healthy ecosystems can be as important as providing 

fertilizer or water.” 

https://www.uvm.edu/gund/profiles/taylor-ricketts
https://www.uvm.edu/uvmnews/news/wild-bee-decline-threatens-us-crop-production-0
https://www.uvm.edu/uvmnews/news/wild-bee-decline-threatens-us-crop-production-0
https://www.uvm.edu/gund/news/climate-change-buzzkill-coffee-lovers


U of A students create probiotic to help honeybees 
fight deadly fungus 

Student team taking steps to commercialize their product that took first prize in international genetic 

engineering competition. 

 
 

 
A team 
of 

University of Alberta students are hoping to market a probiotic they created to help honeybees ward off a 
fungal infection that has wiped out entire hives. 

APIS, short for “antifungal porphyrin-based intervention system,” uses genetically engineered E. 
coli bacteria to produce molecules called porphyrins that damage the spores of Nosema ceranae, the most 
widespread fungus infecting honeybees around the world. 

 
 

 
A team of U of A students developed a probiotic to treat a deadly fungal infection in honeybees. They’re 
now attempting to commercialize their product, which won first prize at an international competition. 
(Photo: iGEM UAlberta 2018) 
  
Beekeepers can feed the product to their hives to help eliminate the fungus in the bees’ digestive systems. 

The students created the product as a project for the 2018 International Genetically Engineered Machine 
(iGEM) Competition that took place in Boston last October, where they won first prize and a gold medal in 
the food and nutrition category. 

A month after the competition, the team presented their research at the annual conference of the Alberta 
Beekeeping Commission. 

“It allowed us to expose our work to commercial beekeepers and to bee researchers who might be able to 
pursue further development,” said science student and team member Julia Heaton. “We’ve had interest in 
our project from some of these beekeepers, as well as from beekeepers who saw our research in the media. 

https://content.presspage.com/uploads/1979/1920_190109-honeybee-probiotic-banner-500148.jpg?10000
https://content.presspage.com/uploads/1979/1920_190109-honeybee-probiotic-banner-500148.jpg?10000
http://2018.igem.org/Team:UAlberta
https://content.presspage.com/uploads/1979/1920_190109-honeybee-probiotic-igem-team-secondary-274506.jpg?10000
https://content.presspage.com/uploads/1979/1920_190109-honeybee-probiotic-igem-team-secondary-274506.jpg?10000
http://2018.igem.org/Main_Page
http://2018.igem.org/Main_Page
https://content.presspage.com/uploads/1979/1920_190109-honeybee-probiotic-banner-500148.jpg?10000


 “We have commercial beekeepers who are willing to conduct the necessary field trials to allow 
commercialization of our project. We've also looked into patenting our system with the help of TEC 
Edmonton.” 

Honeybees in cold climates are even more vulnerable to the fungus that infects their digestive systems—a 
problem of particular concern in Alberta, which produced more than 40 per cent of Canada’s honey in 2016, 
worth more than $60 million. 

The only existing treatment for Nosema ceranae is a fungicide called fumagillin, but it has been 
discontinued, making the problem even more critical. 

“Bees have been a really hot topic lately, but although a lot of people know that bees are in trouble, not a lot 
of people understand why,” said Heaton. 

“We also wanted to raise awareness of a problem that deeply affects our province and our communities, but 
not many people know about,” added Anna Kim, a team member studying biology and psychology. 

Under the supervision of mentors, more than 300 university teams are tasked with using genetic components 
to create biological solutions to real-world problems. 

“Very often in science, we first find ‘solutions’ and then we go looking for a problem,” said U of A 
chemistry professor Robert Campbell, who mentored the student team for the competition in which more 
than 300 university teams are tasked with using genetic components to create biological solutions to real-
world problems. 

“It is so important to identify a problem first and then find the best solution, no matter where that leads you. 
This team identified the problem of Nosema infections in honeybees and was inspired to conceive of an 
original, feasible and practical solution.” 

 

 

  

https://www.tecedmonton.com/
https://www.tecedmonton.com/
https://www.ualberta.ca/science/about-us/contact-us/faculty-directory/robert-campbell


 

 

Beginners Course - open sessions for full members 
 
The 2019 beginners’ course is now fully subscribed for new beekeepers but we are opening some of the 
beginners’ sessions to full members of the association as a refresher and/or further learning opportunities for 
members. 
 
The sessions that will be open are: 
 
Date Title Content 

Mon 25th 
Feb 

The Colony An overview of the honey bee colony, queens workers and  

drones, division of labour in the hive and the bee lifecycle 

Mon 11th 
Mar 

The 
Beekeeping 
year 

What we are looking for when we inspect bees, keeping 
records, spring management, summer build up, autumn feed 
and winter prep.  A month by month view of the tasks that 
need to be undertaken, forage that will be available and what 
the bees will be doing. 

Mon 18th 
Mar 

Keeping bees 
healthy 

 

Swarms 

Notifiable diseases of the honey bee, preventing disease, 
apiary hygiene, varroa control, brief introduction to other bee 
diseases 

 

Why bees swarm, swarming preparations, collecting swarms 
and swarm control 

Mon 1st 
Apr 

Handling bees 

 

Getting Started 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

Defensive behaviour and dealing with bee stings. 
 
Choosing an apiary site and setting up an apiary. 
Sources of equipment and clothing.  
Getting your bees. 
 
Facilities available in the Association Apiary at Hampden 
Hall. 
What next - practical sessions 
Role of the Association, honey show etc. 
Feedback session, questions and answers on the whole 
course. 
 

 
The beginners’ sessions will be held at the Church of the Good Shepherd and start at 19:30 
If you would like to attend please contact Helen at  beginnerscourse@mbbka.org.uk 
so that we have an idea of numbers. 
 
 
 

 

mailto:beginnerscourse@mbbka.org.uk


Electrically Powered Extractor for Sale  

  

This is an item of Bee keeping equipment that belonged to the late Peter Smith. The family want to 
sell this for £250 and they prefer not to receive offers or bids over the phone please.  

It is a 10-frame extractor with variable speed controller and would take supers possibly brood 
frames too. We tested it for unloaded rotation and the speed controller and drive motor is working. 
If you are interested, please call Edward on 07811069880.                 The item is located off 
Ballinger Road, Frith Hill which is near Great Missenden. There is a homemade Wax Melter and 
Super Drier and a few Commercial and Dadant Brood boxes there too. All other items have been 
disposed of. Please call Edward. Thanks 

 

 

          

  



 

At the February Meeting Jonathan announced that there are many 
members who have not renewed their Membership Subscription!!!!! 

 

MBBKA Membership Renewals Now Overdue - Hard Cut-Off Date of 
Friday 1st March 

As previous newsletter and e-mail reminders have highlighted, MBBKA membership subscriptions for 2019 
were due on January 1st but so far only 60% of members have renewed.  In early March we will receive the 
BBKA capitation list.  Our Association will have to pay BBKA subscriptions for 2019 based upon this list.  
I'm sure you will understand that the Association cannot bear the cost of paying BBKA subscriptions for 
members who will not be renewing their MBBKA membership and therefore we have to enforce a hard cut-
off date for receiving MBBKA renewals and subscriptions of Friday 1st March.  This will allow us to 
correct the BBKA capitation list and pay only for those members who have renewed.  Consequently any 
members who have not renewed their MBBKA subscriptions by 1st March will be assumed not to be 
renewing and for those Full or Family members the BBKA will be advised that their membership has lapsed 
and they will cease to benefit from BBKA membership including the Public Liability Insurance.  Although 
the BBKA capitation list does not affect Associate members directly, we need to apply the same cut-off date 
of 1st March across all member categories and the cut-off date therefore also applies to Associate members 
of MBBKA.  
You can renew by cheque or electronically directly into the association's bank account.  Details of how to do 
this are given on the renewal forms that have been sent out by e-mail previously and are also available in the 
Membership section of the MBBKA website.  Also, as previously explained, when renewing by either 
method it is vital that you complete and return the renewal form to confirm your details and that you consent 
to the Association storing these details.  If you are paying electronically, it is fine to scan and attach the form 
to an e-mail and send this to membership@mbbka.org.uk>. 
If you do not plan to renew your membership in 2019, I would be very grateful if you could let me know by 
e-mail at membership@mbbka.org.uk, so that I can amend our records accordingly. 
I apologise that we have to take a firm line on renewal cut off, but I also hope that you understand that it 
would be inappropriate for those who do renew to bear the burden of those who do not. 
Jonathan Palmer 
MBBKA Membership Secretary 
 
 
 

 

Are You Registered? 
Registering your hives on BeeBase is free. You will be automatically 
informed of disease outbreaks. The Bee Inspectorate may include you in 
their testing surveys which can be most helpful. Subsidy from the EU, 
which helps pay for the NBU, is based on the number of hives 
registered nationally. (http://www.nationalbeeunit.com ) 

Every colony needs to be recorded on BeeBase, log on here and update records 
if necessary. 

mailto:membership@mbbka.org.uk%3cmailto:membership@mbbka.org.uk
mailto:membership@mbbka.org.uk%3cmailto:membership@mbbka.org.uk
http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/


  



 

Following our AGM our Committee for 2018/2019 
CHAIRMAN HELEN PALMER 

VICE CHAIRMAN  CAROLINE WINDLEY 

SECRETARY GODFREY CLEMENTS 

TREASURER ANDREW SMITH 

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY JONATHAN PALMER 

APIARY MANAGER KEVIN CRANGLES 

PROGRAMME SECRETARY SARAH TURNER 

LIBRARIAN JOHN THEOBOLD 

HONEY SHOW SECRETARY RUTH STEPHENSON 

EDUCATION OFFICER JONATHAN MATTHEWS 

NOVICE BEE KEEPER ROB SPILLER 

COMMITTEE MEMBER DORRIE TUTTON 

COMMITTEE MEMBER PAUL SPENCER 

COMMITTEE MEMBER TINA HOOD-LILES 

 

 

Brian Bush will continue as Swarm Officer for another year and will continue to 
try to edit the Association Newsletter. These are non-committee posts. 

  



-  
 

 

Book of the Month 
 

‘Breeding Super Bees’  -  Steve Taber 
 Steve Taber spent a life time with bees – both in his native America and 
in Europe. It is not wrong to say that he forgot more about breeding than 
most people ever knew – and even then he knew more!! Jogn Phipps the 
Editor of The Beekeepers Quarterly said that “If Steve said something you 
could always reckon on it being accurate” What a recommendation for a 
book. 
 

 

 

 

Recommended Videos of the Month. Watch on YouTube. 
‘Killer Bees????’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d12U1OYVQCw 

  

https://archive.org/details/AtTheHiveEntrance
https://archive.org/details/AtTheHiveEntrance


 

Out Apiaries 
We continue to receive offers from members of the public with potential apiary sites. One of the latest being 
is below 

Here at our home in Butlers Cross we are developing a Wild Flower meadow in part of our extended garden. 
(Early stage of development!), 

We would really love to "play host" to a bee colony and would be willing to purchase the necessary hive 
provided we can find someone with the expertise, time and willingness to manage it for us. 

If there are such people around who do not have the space or opportunity of their own, can you put them in 
touch with us? Ideally someone in Butlers Cross itself would be great. 

We would be happy for you to forward this email to anyone interested or give our contact telephone number. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes 

Anthony and Val Knight 

Plough Barn, 120 Chalkshire Road, Butlers Cross. Bucks HP17 0TJ 

Tel: 01296 612065 

In addition to Butlers Cross we've also been offered a site in Oving. 

We now have more than14 available sites across the whole area that Mid Bucks covers. John Dadswell, our 
President, is the custodian of the list of potential sites. There is a spreadsheet on Dropbox.  

John can be contacted at john.dadswell@gmx.com. It would be good if as an Association we could take 
advantage of these offers from the public. 

 

mailto:john.dadswell@gmx.com?subject=Apiary%20Sites


 

                                                                     

Herts BKA 2019 Spring Show and AGM 
Saturday 23rd March from 09.30 to 17.00 hrs. 

 

                           
       
  First crocus 25 January 2019         
 

Speakers: 
 

“Wild Pollinators and B-Lines” by Rory Dimond (Buglife)  
 

”The World of the Honey Bee Queen” by Celia Davis NDB. 
 

“Tracking Asian Hornets” by Dr Peter Kennedy Exeter University 
 

 Programme: 
 

Venue: 
 

 

  

Christchurch Peartree Hall 
20 Tewin Road, Welwyn,  

AL7 1BW 
 

Free Entrance 
Excellent Speakers 
AGM for members 

Equipment and Foundation 
sales - stock up at the Stalls  

Honey tasting competition 
Tea, Coffee and Cake 

 

 

09:30 Welcome refreshments 

10:00 Rory Dimond (Buglife) 

11:00 HBKA AGM 

12:00 Stalls Open / Tea, coffee, cake available 

Note: please bring your own sandwiches etc  

13:00 Celia Davis NDB 

14:00 Refreshments 

14:20 Dr Peter Kennedy  

15:20 Collating panel questions / Refreshments  

16:00 Panel Discussion / Q&A 

17:00 Close  
 

 

 Contact: John Palombo chairman@hertsbees.org.uk 
 

 

mailto:chairman@hertsbees.org.uk


 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Speaker Biographies 
 

Rory Dimond 
 

 
 

 

 

Rory Dimond is a Volunteer   
and Ecological Contractor 
for BugLife - the 
invertebrate conservation 
trust - and has previously 
worked as a Scientific 
Adviser for Friends of the 
Earth’s Great British Bee 
Count. He has an Msc in 
Biodiversity Conservation 
from the University of  
Exeter and contributed to 
the South West Bees 
Project during his studies. 
His role involves 
invertebrate surveys and 
public outreach with a focus 
on pollination. 
 
The B-Lines are a series of 
‘insect pathways’ running 
through our countryside and 
towns, along which Buglife 
and other interested parties 
are restoring and creating a 
series of wild flower-rich 
habitat stepping stones. 
They link existing wildlife 
areas together, creating a 
network, like a railway, that 
will weave across the 
British landscape. This will 
provide large areas of 
brand new habitat, 
benefiting bees and 
butterflies –and also a host 
of other wildlife 
 

 

Celia Davis 

 

 
 

 

Celia has a Degree in 
Agriculture, was a biology 
teacher and lecturer and 
began keeping bees 
in1980. She passed all the 
BBKA beekeeping 
examinations, winning both 
the Robert Hammond 
Award and the Wax 
Chandlers’ Prize, before 
gaining her NDB in 1994. 
She has written many 
articles for various 
publications over the years 
and has authored two 
books: ‘The Honey Bee 
Inside Out’ and ‘The Honey 
Bee Around and About’, 
now  both in their second 
editions.  
 
Celia has taught bee-
keeping since 1992 to a 
range of students from 
basic level up to advanced 
has been a tutor on the 
BBKA Correspondence 
Course for many years and 
is an examiner at all levels 
up to, and including, NDB. 
She served for six years on 
the BBKA Examinations 
Board. She lectures to 
many beekeeping groups 
throughout the British Isles 
and Ireland. 

 

 

 

 

Dr Peter Kennedy 

 

 
 

 
 
Dr Kennedy is a Research 
Fellow in the Environment 
and Sustainability Institute 
at the University of Exeter, 
Penryn, Cornwall. He is an 
insect ecologist with over 
20 years of experience 
across academic 
institutions, government 
agencies and industry. 
 
His current research is on 
pollinator ecology and 
behaviour (e.g. effects of 
multifactorial landscapes on 
bee health; effects of 
environmental changes on 
survival & behaviour), whilst 
past research has explored 
the temporal and spatial 
dynamics of other beneficial 
arthropods and 
invertebrates in relation to 
agricultural practices. 
 
Dr Kennedy and his team at 
Exeter have pioneered the 
use of electronic radio tags 
to track Asian hornets. In 
2018, electronic tags were 
used for the first time on the 
UK mainland to help find a 
nest of invasive Asian 
hornets, which was then 
destroyed. 
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